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PURPOSE: 
To provide the Committee with an update on Toronto Community Housing’s strategy for improving 
communications with tenants and our plans for implementing the strategy. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
It is recommended that the Committee receive the report for information. 
 
BACKGROUND 
In past years, we have improved how we keep tenants informed and provide them with information 
about opportunities for engagement and participation in decision-making. But our most recent tenant 
survey (2008) indicated that many tenants are unaware of these opportunities and how they benefit 
their communities. 
 
During the Community Management Plan consultations in October 2009, both tenants and staff 
placed a high priority on improving tenant communications. In particular, they identified the need for 
more timely and consistent communications that better address cultural, language, and accessibility 
barriers. Through the Tenant Communications Strategy, we have worked with tenants to identify 
these gaps, needs and improvement opportunities. 
 
Through a competitive procurement process, the company selected MASS LBP to assist with the 
development of the strategy, which was completed in 2011 using a six-phase approach: 
 

1. Project start up  
2. General research and documentation 
3. Mapped tenant perspective 

4. Draft strategy 
5. Tenants’ Reference Panel 
6. Finalise Strategy 

 
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Improving tenant communications will require skilled staff, clear processes and policies, solid institutional 
memory, and designing information for easy navigation. Toronto Community Housing must concentrate on 
four critical success factors: 
 

1.  Relentless focus on staff training and performance, with communication skills at the 
core 

Putting communications at the centre of the relationship between staff and tenants will build 
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trust, help to improve services, and support successful tenancies. Establishing standards and 
best practices for all staff to follow will support the delivery of consistent corporate messages 
across the organization. Implementing performance measurement tools will signal the 
importance the company places on developing better communication skills.  Respectful 
communications between frontline staff and tenants, and effective management of 
communications processes and policies, are keys to success.  

  
 2. Information management: Use the facts to tell your story, show your impact 

Every day, Toronto Community Housing houses some 164,000 people. Facts and figures tell 
compelling stories—the company has a significant opportunity to illustrate its impact on the 
health and well being of communities across the city. Information management—collecting, 
analyzing, maintaining, and publishing data on a regular basis—provides a framework for 
communicating the company’s progress in achieving results, highlighting improvements, and 
sharing and celebrating milestones with tenants, staff and the public. Providing integrated 
access to well-managed, up-to-date information across platforms (e.g., in the Operating Unit 
offices, at the buildings, and through the Call Centre and the company’s administrative offices) 
will improve the company’s responsiveness to tenants’ needs.   

 
 3. Make better use of information design 

Information design (simple language, clear graphics and visual cues) eliminates ambiguity, 
breaks down complex issues, and makes communications accessible to a broad audience 
regardless of culture, language, literacy, age, or ability. Design excellence will make it easier for 
staff and tenants to find and understand information; it will also provide additional support for 
those who need it. The principles of “way finding” or navigating physical environments (such as 
the approaches used in hospitals and airports) also apply to online content and communications 
materials. When tested with tenants and used consistently, information design tools can provide 
significant improvements at a relatively low cost. 

 
 4. Website as central platform for content and navigation 

A well-designed and up-to-date website is an essential platform for Toronto Community 
Housing’s communications with tenants. Although not all tenants have access to a computer or 
the Internet, a majority do have access either at home, at school, in the workplace or at a public 
library or community centre.  A redesigned web site can become a single resource that tenants 
can use to get information they need, in languages and channels they prefer, and web-based 
content can be designed so that it is easy to print and distribute for those without online access.  

 
Recommendations 
The strategy identifies 12 ways that Toronto Community Housing can improve tenant 
communications. These are described below based on timelines for implementation: immediate 
improvements (“Early Wins”), medium-term improvements, and long-term improvements.  
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Early Wins 
The four “early wins” respond directly to the recommendations of the Tenants’ Reference Panel. 
These are actions that will send a signal to tenants that Toronto Community Housing is listening to 
their advice and is committed to improving tenant communications. All are relatively low-cost 
solutions that can be implemented using existing staff and financial resources. 
 

1. Launch a Bulletin Board renewal program to ensure that every multi-unit building has 
consistent and updated information. 

 
2. Revise the Tenant Handbook to include detailed information on the different stages of a 

successful tenancy which mirrors the information in the tenants’ section of Toronto Community 
Housing’s website.  

 
3. Create a dedicated community safety and security handbook. 

 
4. Use the Toronto Community Housing website (www.torontohousing.ca) as a central platform 

to support and drive all tenant communications, existing and new. The web site should contain 
all information that is critical for successful tenancies, in its most recent form. 
 

Medium Term Improvements 
The following medium-term improvements are recommended for implementation over the next two to three 
years.   
 

5. Institute regular building meetings that tenants can rely on for consistent interaction and 
learning from staff. 

 
6. Plan an annual program for senior staff to visit buildings. 

 
7. Develop a robust tenant orientation and check-up program that focuses on excellent 

communications. 
 

8. Increase opportunities for peer learning for staff , particularly those who deal with tenants 
every day 
 

Long-Term Improvements  
The following recommendations for long-term improvements were provided by the consultants but not 
directly discussed by the Tenant Reference Panel; however, they are worthy measures that will improve 
Toronto Community Housing’s ability to evaluate, adjust and continuously improve its communications with 
tenants.  
 

9. Regularly collect and analyze a series of data on tenants and their communities, such as 
communications preferences; service requests and resolutions; building repairs and 
benchmarks; population, health and income trends; comparative social housing data; and 
funding changes. 
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10. Incorporate an open data approach to communications and create a resource that enables 
tenants and the public to access data about trends in Toronto Community Housing and the 
wider community. 
 

11. Develop a rigorous performance management program to strengthen staff skills in 
communications and customer service. 

 
12. Strengthen resources to improve the corporation’s ability to address ethical issues and 

provide clarity to staff and tenants regarding the corporation’s policies and their application. 
 
IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS: 
 
Better communications with tenants is a priority outcome in the 2010-2012 Community Management 
Plan, and Toronto Community Housing’s executive team has identified the tenant communications 
strategy as a priority for 2011. Given the broad consultations conducted in 2011, tenant leaders and 
individual tenants will expect the corporation to make significant progress in this area. 
 
In his 2010 review of Toronto Community Housing’s policies and procedures for eviction prevention, 
Justice Patrick LeSage called on the company to improve communications with tenants, including a 
specific recommendation to revise the Tenant Handbook. The strategy’s proposed approaches 
support the improvements recommended by Justice LeSage. 
 
Integrating Toronto Community Housing’s tenant communications platforms (posters and 
publications, web site, face-to-face meetings, call centre) to deliver consistent and timely messages 
will promote successful tenancies and contribute to better business outcomes. Benefits of clear, 
timely, consistent, two-way communications with tenants include: 
 

 Improved tenant awareness and understanding of their obligations to pay rent on time and 
report income changes promptly, and of internal processes for rent review, maintenance and 
repair requests, community safety, internal transfers, and supports for vulnerable tenants. 

 
 Improving tenant engagement and empowerment through two-way communication that 

provides opportunities for information sharing and invites tenant input and feedback on 
matters that affect them, leading to a better informed and more engaged tenant population.  

 
 Increased tenant confidence and trust in the company’s ability to provide consistently good 

service to residents, and in its efforts to deliver its mission and address its business 
challenges for the benefit of tenants and the citizens of Toronto. 

 
 

“Len Koroneos” 
 
Len Koroneos 
Chief Executive Officer (Interim) 
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Staff Contact: Deborah Simon..........................................................................416-981-4355 

Chief Operating Officer deborah.simon@torontohousing.ca 
 

Malcolm Barrington....................................................................416-981-5445 
Strategic Safety Planner and CMP Strategy Lead
 Malcolm.Barrington@torontohousing.ca 
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This report identifies priorities for communicating 
more effectively with tenants. 

Based on nine months of  research involving Toronto Community 
Housing tenants, staff  and management, it’s about opening doors 
and putting first things first.

Good communication is important for any 
organization. 

For a corporation housing more than 164,000 tenants — many 
in adverse or challenging circumstances — communications 
excellence is essential to fulfilling Toronto Community Housing’s 
mandate.
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The challenges faced by Toronto Community Housing 
— managing maintenance requests, ensuring tenant 
safety, expediting long waiting lists for housing — 
can’t be met through better communications alone, 
but neither can they be met without them. 

In every instance, a stronger focus on communications will help to 
manage community expectations, raise tenant satisfaction and lower 
transaction costs.
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1. Take stock of Toronto Community Housing’s existing tenant communications: their 
effectiveness, their strengths and weaknesses, and identify gaps

2. Identify ways to significantly increase the effectiveness of what gets communicated, 
when and how

Toronto Community Housing invited us to develop a comprehensive 
tenant communications strategy based on engaging Toronto 
Community Housing’s tenants and stakeholders. Specifically we 
were asked to:

Our Task
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Our Process

General
Research
Jan Mar

26 Staff 
interviews
Mar May

Meeting with 
tenant groups
May June

Tenants’ 
Reference Panel
July Aug 

Consultation sessions 
with:
• Tenant 

Representatives
• Tenant Engagement 

Reference Committee
• Seniors Councils
• Seniors Lens Advisory 

Committee

Youth program:
We hosted a youth intern 
and conducted a three-
day youth videography 
and communications 
workshop

Tenant Animator program:
We engaged Tenant 
Animators in a 
communication skills 
workshop and piloted a 
Tenant Communications 
and Language Preference 
Survey

Interviews with senior 
staff and management in 
the departments of:
• Community Health
• Community Safety
• Program Services
• Organization 

Development
• Human Resources
• Community 

Engagement and 
Revitalization

• Information 
Technology

Interviews with Operating 
Unit and building staff:
• Tenant Service 

Coordinators
• Customer Service 

Facilitators
• Superintendents
• Health Promotion 

Officers

Survey of and 
conversations with 
leading housing 
authorities:
• New York Housing 

Authority
• Glasgow Housing 

Authority
• Leicester Housing 

Authority

Survey of current TCH 
communications materials

Lessons from accessibility 
design project with the 
Faculty of Design, OCAD 
University

Best practices in 
accessible design at  
Institute without 
Boundaries, George 
Brown College

Civic Lottery:
• 7,500 invitations to 

randomly selected 
households across 
TCH

• 250+ responses

Selection of Panel:
• 28 men and women 

representing all 
Operating Units, 
ages, rental and 
housing type

Three day Panel Program:
• 8 presentations from 

TCH staff and 
communication 
experts

• Hearing from tenants 
at the Public 
Roundtable

• Sorting challenges 
and solutions

• Final report 
      (Appendix E)

Preliminary 
Findings
June

Best practice review and 
case studies of tenant 
communications in 
leading housing 
authorities (Appendix A)

Market scan, best 
practices in design, and 
communications 
principles (Appendix B)

Lessons from staff 
interviews and tenant 
group consultations
(Appendix C)

Tenant Communications 
and Language Preference 
Survey Findings 
(Appendix D)

Our process was designed to unfold over two major phases. First, we began by surveying leading housing authorities and other experts, interviewing Toronto 
Community Housing (TCH) staff  from across the organization, and meeting with tenant stakeholder groups to solicit their input. Our findings from this first 
phase were summarized and formed the basis for the curriculum and discussion questions that were taken up in the second phase by the members of  the Tenants’ 
Reference Panel. Members of  the Tenants’ Reference Panel were asked to evaluate our findings and establish their own priorities. These priorities and their counsel 
is the basis for the recommendations contained in this report.
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General research and interviews

We talked to:

Cheryl Giraudy 
Associate Dean, Faculty of Design, 
OCAD University

Professor Jutta Treviranus, 
Founder/Director, Inclusive Design 
Research Centre, OCAD University

Luigi Ferrara
Director, Centre for Arts & Design, George 
Brown College

Chriz Miller
Human Systems Intervention, Institute 
without Boundaries, George Brown College

Grant Johnson
Senior Advisor, Federal Identity Program, 
Government of Canada

David Berman
Founder, David Berman Communications

Mark Symington
Communications Director, Quicksilver PR 
(for Leicester Housing Authority)

Sheila Stainback
Communications Officer, New York City 
Housing Authority   

“You’ve got to tick the boxes and do things right. Not only are we answerable to funding bodies 
and governments, we’re also answerable to our tenants. ”  — Mark Symington, 
Communications Director, Quicksilver PR for LHA-ASRA Group

“An example of  a good communications process was when we announced a new partnership 
between HUD, NYCHA and private banks to fund major capital projects. We had to communicate 
this carefully to alleviate tenant concerns about privatization. We provided a series of  call-ins with 
senior staff  to answer questions, created a DVD, produced print materials, and included the 
announcement in our newsletter. By the time the transaction closed, people were excited and 
understood the partnership meant that we could take care of  some major repairs and projects.” 
 — Sheila Stainback, Communications Officer, New York City Housing Authority

“The process to get [an award-winning call centre and effective tenant communications] was 
significant. It was one hell of  an undertaking but it was worth it.” —  Mark Symington, 
Communications Director, Quicksilver PR for LHA-ASRA Group

What we heard: 
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General research and interviews

We contacted three housing authorities that are recognized leaders in tenant communications.

New York Housing Authority

Noted achievements:

Early adopter of centralized call centre and 
open data policies that have set new 
standards for the public reporting of housing 
data and the tracking of key benchmarks.

Glasgow Housing Authority

Noted achievements:
One of the largest social housing providers 
in the UK. A leader in tenant 
communications with exceptional frontline 
services. (2011 Scottish Award for 
Business Excellence).

Leicester Housing Authority

Noted achievements:
Award winning call centre, accredited by 
the industry’s representative body (TSA) 
and one of the UK’s Top 50 Call Centres in 
2010.

More information: Appendix A: Preliminary Review: Best Practices and Case Studies & Appendix B: Market scan, best practices and key communication principles

Glasgow Housing Association 
 www.gha.org.uk

Better homes, better lives

Your repairs
Repairs and maintenance

Do you need 
something fixed? 
We’re ready 
to help
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General research and interviews
We spoke with 26 staff from all levels and visited 
six Operating Unit offices:
Mary Boushel, 
Eviction Prevention Strategy Lead

LoriAnn Girvan, 
Director of Community Health

Graham Leah, 
Director of Client Centre, Housing Services 
Inc.

Josie Scioli, 
CEO, Housing Services Inc.

Paul Chisolm, 
General Manager, Housing Connections

Arej Arpadzic, 
IT Manager

Bob Petrovich, 
IT Services

Judy Fantham, 
Director of Organizational Development

Terry Skelton,
Director of Community Safety

Brian Hack, 
Superintendent, Scarborough Southwest

Dave Turton, 
Director of Human Resources

Carmen Smith,
Manager of Community Engagement & 
Revitalization,  
Lawrence Heights

Kathir Cheliyan, 
Customer Service Facilitator, Don Valley 
Beaches

More information: Appendix C: Preliminary Findings – Staff Interviews 

“We don’t place priority on following through” – Senior 
staff

 “They (tenants) may have poured their heart out to you 
(TCH) and never see the results” – Frontline staff

“Our written information needs to be more consistent” – 
Senior staff

“There’s often too much information. Even when the 
language is simple, people still get overwhelmed or have 
trouble understanding. Seniors, for example, get very 
confused.” – Operating Unit staff

“The biggest flaw we have is no standardization of 
communication and no upgraded computer system that 
allows this to happen” – Senior staff

“There are no standard expectations of what the letters and 
communications from TSCs should contain” – Operating 
Unit staff

“There is a lack of understanding of the shared journey and 
the parts we play as staff and management in tenant 
communications – when and how you hold the other parts 
of the machine accountable” – Senior staff

“We don’t get to everybody in a universal way” – Operating 
Unit staff

“With good communications you can tell your success 
stories” – Senior staff

Abdul Warsame, 
Operating Unit Manager, Weston Rexdale

Gilda Crawley, Manager, Community 
Animation

Mario Clementi, Health Promotion Officer, 
OU K, Central/Downtown

Martha Smith, 
Director of Program Services

Wanda Evans, 
Program Coordinator, Program Services

Jin Huh, 
Community Health Manager

Michelle Haney-Kileeg, General Manager, 
Office of the CEO

Kelly Tessier-Wheeler, 
Operating Unit Supervisor, 
Sheppard Victoria Park

Paul Feitelberg, 
Operating Unit Manager, 
Seniors and Single Family Homes, East

Lancefield Morgan, 
Regent Park Revitalization

Tenant Service Coordinator, 
Weston Rexdale

Two Tenant Service Coordinators, 
Don Valley Beaches

What we heard: 
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Tenant groups and youth

Tenant Leaders Forum, Jan. 22, 2011 
(~70 participants)
As a project kick-off, tenant representatives and leaders were invited to learn about the Tenant 
Communications Strategy over three sessions at the Forum. In each session they could chose 
to participate in any of three activities: 

1. Stories of Communication – tenants shared their experiences of communication, talking 
about how they receive and give messages to staff, what topics they communicate 
about most, and the challenges surrounding these interactions. 

2. “Get out your red pen” – tenants edited, revised, and marked comments on three 
tabloid-sized examples of current TCH written communications (a poster for a 
participatory budgeting building meeting, a page from a Lawrence Heights community 
update, and a letter on window locks and screens). They were encouraged to tell us 
which parts were clear and easy to understand, which parts were confusing, and how 
they would express it better.

3. Mapping the role of representatives: tenants used colour-coded cards to map their role 
and path in a variety of communications situations. This activity surfaced the key role 
tenant reps play in tenant communications, from sharing key corporate messages and 
events at council meetings to helping tenants in their buildings connect to TCH staff. 

Tenant Engagement Reference Committee, May 17 (~ 20 participants)
We presented our project plan and preliminary findings to the members of the Committee in 
May in an effort to keep them informed of the strategy plan and the upcoming Civic Lottery, 
and gather their advice to inform the Tenants’ Reference Panel. The members represent a wide 
range of tenant perspectives and have extensive experience communicating between TCH and 
its residents. They shared their thoughts about the process, noting that it was essential to 
establish quick wins that TCH could act on to show their willingness to implement the strategy, 
and stressed the importance of keeping communications open and accessible. Through 
mapping communications for different “tenant personas”, members of the Committee 
discussed the needs of seniors, tenants with low literacy and English skills, and tenants with 
mental health difficulties. 

More information: Appendix C: Preliminary Findings – Staff Interviews 

In order to respond to tenants with specific cultural, social or accessibility requirements, Toronto Community Housing has established a set of  committees to 
engage these audiences on a regular basis. We reached out to select tenant groups to learn about their communications preferences and priorities, and ensure 
that new initiatives could be extended to all tenant populations. Given that the tenant population is aging, increasingly diverse and that youth are often 
communicate or translate on behalf  of  family members, it was essential to engage these groups throughout the process to consider their needs. 

Youth Internship, July-August
For 6 weeks this summer, MASS LBP worked with Toronto 
Community Housing to offer a youth internship position. The 
goal of this internship was to provide an immersive, hands-on 
learning experience in an office environment. Activities 
included leading the recruitment process for the youth 
videography workshop, assisting with logistics for the Tenants’ 
Panel, participating in senior team meetings, and helping to 
record and synthesize findings. This internship proved to be an 
invaluable experience for the project team.

Five Youth Videography participants throughout Panel
Led by TCH tenant Alison Moss and Zachary Finkelstein
Five young people, aged 16-25, took part in a free videography 
workshop to learn from and work with two leading 
documentary makers to capture the story of the Tenants’ 
Panel. The participants spent 3 full Saturdays developing a 
narrative, formulating interview questions, interviewing and 
filming panellists and guest speakers, and honing their 
technical skills. Their footage will be edited into a 3-5 minute 
video for TCH to use to explain the Panel process.
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Tenant animators helped test a system to collect tenant communication 
preferences.
The Tenant Communication & Language Preference Survey was a pilot project to 
evaluate the capacity of tenant animators to collect data from individual tenants 
about their preferred languages and channels for non-legal communications. 
Chosen through a recruitment and selection process, 5 tenant animators spent 80 
hours in building lobbies asking fellow residents to complete an online survey. Any 
resident 16 or over who was on the lease could complete the survey between 
September 1 to October 1, 2011. The data sample and the method used to collect it 
will guide Toronto Community Housing as they establish a process to capture, share 
and use this information on an ongoing basis.

Seniors from Councils OUA1 & OUB1 and Seniors Lens Committee, 
May 19 (~ 30 participants)
We also presented our project plan and preliminary findings to senior tenant 
representatives. They were very enthusiastic about our approach and were 
very happy to be included in the preliminary consultations. In small groups of 
seven to eight, they worked through two sets of activity cards to discuss the 
challenges and opportunities of communications channels and the topics 
that they felt were in most need of improved communications. They 
prioritized the results of their discussions, providing us with a clear indication 
that personal and friendly interaction with staff that are willing to take the 
time to clearly and meticulously explain procedures and tenant 
responsibilities are key to connecting with the senior tenant population.

Seniors and tenant animators

More information: Appendix D: Findings from Communications Survey Pilot
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Our research phase generated 
preliminary findings that were the basis 
for the work of the Tenants’ Reference 
Panel on Tenant Communications.

Research   >>   Tenants’ Panel   >>   Recommendations
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Staff who go the extra mile make the difference
Tenants enjoy building relationships with staff when they meet them in 
person 
Staff who return tenant phone calls as soon as they can and spend time 
to answer all of their questions build trust with tenants

Recent improvements are being noted
TCH has introduced new policies aimed at preventing evictions and 
improving customer service

Tenants are valuable communicators
Tenants active as community animators, elected representatives, and 
community leaders can play a positive role in supporting tenant 
communications

Revitalization projects provide a good model for tenant 
communications
Community bulletins, staff and community animators dedicated to 
updates on revitalization progress keep tenants informed and involved 

Monthly integrated staff meetings facilitate the dissemination of key 
messages
Operating Unit staff who meet regularly with each other share important 
updates and corporate messages - OU offices that don’t hold these 
meetings regularly are missing a key communications opportunity

Email is becoming a popular tool for tenant representatives
A lot of tenant reps use email to connect to their Health Promotion 
Officer and enjoy the quick response

The call centre is helping to improve communications about 
maintenance but more follow up is still required
Tenants report mixed experiences with the call centre, but even those 
who find the process for maintenance requests easy to use suggest 
greater attention to follow up is needed

Tenants care about community news
Tenants enjoy reading about community updates and events in the 
corporate newsletter “The Front Door”

What works well

Policies are not consistently applied
Without standards for staff to follow in the production, timing, and 
dissemination of corporate messages, communications to tenants will 
remain inconsistent and ineffective

Design standards are needed
Communications materials for tenants use complicated language and 
either contain too much information, or too little. This creates confusion 
for tenants that design principles could alleviate.

Tenant communications are missing a clear and respectful 
corporate voice
Communications, especially around rent arrears and unit rules, can 
seem unkind because they focus on possible negative consequences 
for tenants. A focus on rules and a lack of respect in communications 
detracts from building trust with tenants.

Tenants need more information on their rights and responsibilities
Tenants’ confusion around everyday topics such as rent, maintenance, 
transfers, inspections and complaints is largely due to a lack of clear and 
consistent communications on tenants’ rights and responsibilities and 
what they can expect from staff.

Communication is cluttered
Tenants prefer to speak with staff in person, but understand it is not 
always possible. However, they are frustrated and overwhelmed with the 
many communication channels that are used in the absence of personal 
interaction: posters, flyers and letters are confusing, bulletin boards are 
not updated, information on the website is hard to find, and new media 
options such as the televisions in OU offices are not being utilized.

Communications don’t account for different tenant needs
Tenant communications are inaccessible to tenants who can’t read very 
well or don’t know a lot of English. Plain language, information graphics, 
and large type are tools TCH can use to make communications more 
accessible. 

Preliminary Findings
What needs work
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What needs work: Policies are not consistently applied

“It often takes a while before information is shared with field staff. Tenants often feel like they 
give us input but we don’t get back to them. It can feel like a broken telephone.”

• There is a lack of clarity on the “ownership” of communications for different tenant-related issues – in the words of one staff member, 
“who designs, vets and delivers communications depends on who ‘owns’ the process in question.” The confusion over ownership 
stems from a lack of awareness about the role that various staff members, including those from Housing Connections and Housing 
Services Inc., play in positive tenant communications, and an underlying tension between corporate communication directives and 
how frontline and OU staff prefer to interact with tenants. 

• Many frontline staff members believe that each interaction with a tenant requires a personalized response that meets the tenants’ 
needs, but feel that corporate directives, processes and templates don’t achieve this personalization. 

• There are competing tenant communications needs for management and frontline staff. Management is focused on corporate 
messaging while OU and frontline staff are focused on tenant requests. 

• Centralizing all tenant communications through the Public Affairs department also creates a backlog of communications materials 
waiting for approval, causing many staff to feel that tenant communication is “last minute.” Some staff members circumvent this 
process and modify corporate templates themselves. 

• The feeling that “the communications chain is broken” is pervasive among frontline staff, and causes tenants to receive different 
messages about the rules and regulations of their tenancy and about Toronto Community Housing initiatives. 

What needs work: Design standards are needed 
“There’s often too much information. Even when the language is simple, tenants get 
overwhelmed or have trouble understanding.”

• When asked about the overall appearance of print communications, staff who visit buildings have observed that many tenants don’t 
regard posters with the Toronto Community Housing logo as important and don’t always read them thoroughly. 

• Others commented that communications materials could use more innovation and creativity, and could make better use of symbols, 
pictures and colours to denote topic and level of importance.  

Preliminary Findings
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What needs work: Tenant communications are missing a clear and respectful corporate 
voice

“We need to talk more openly about tenant responsibilities and set reasonable expectations.”

• Several staff mentioned the challenge of communicating to tenants in a personalized manner that was also fair and equitable and held the 
tenant accountable for their responsibilities. 

• Another worried that Toronto Community Housing saw tenants as a nuisance rather than assets and clients, and recommended that the 
organization shift from tenant interactions focused on rules to a dialogue focused on positive outcomes. 

• In general, staff struggle with providing clear and consistent communications that remain positive while conveying rules, responsibilities, and 
consequences for non-compliance.

What needs work: Tenants need more information on their rights and responsibilities

“We need to talk more openly about tenant responsibilities and set reasonable expectations”

• Frontline staff report the majority of tenant communications are around administrative processes such as paying rent, the annual rent 
review, consequences of rent arrears, and building transfers. 

• Unit-related topics such as maintenance requests, repairs, inspections, and the rules around parking permits, pets, balconies, air 
conditioners also consume the majority of tenant communications.  

• While the annual rent review process is regarded as straightforward, in cases where the rent calculation may change, staff report that 
tenants are confused and sometimes scared to submit information. 

• The transfer process also poses communication challenges, as staff report tenants’ lack of understanding of the process and unreal 
expectations of transfer timelines. 

• Maintenance and repairs requests are particularly challenging for frontline staff and tenants. The call centre is intended to centralize 
and track these requests, but many staff, including those we spoke to at the call centre, expressed frustration with the EasyTrac 
system. 

• Not all staff record detailed notes about the request or tenant file.
• This makes it difficult for staff to follow up with the tenant during and after the resolution of their request. 
• There is no system to alert call centre agents to staff vacation days or position changes, which can result in an agent assigning a 

repair request to a superintendent or TSC that is away for several days at a time or is no longer employed with Toronto Community 
Housing. 

Preliminary Findings
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What needs work: Communication is cluttered 

“What tenants want to know most is what is happening in their community day to day, and 
continuous feedback on what Toronto Community Housing is doing to resolve problems and 
support tenants in community building.”

• Posters and display boards can be useful for tenant communications but are inconsistently updated and cared for throughout OUs. 
• There is no consistent process to ensure that superintendents have put up or changed communications materials from the OU office. 
• Notices and flyers arrive at buildings in high volumes and come from both Toronto Community Housing and community services. 
• Townhouses require a larger investment of staff time to deliver flyers door to door. 
• Staff described the Tenant Handbook as out-of-date - many agreed that an accessible, easy-to-update guide to basic tenant needs (where 

and how to pay rent, where to find out about transfers and maintenance requests, who to contact at Toronto Community Housing for which 
purpose, and what community resources are available) would improve tenant communications.

• In addition to corporate messages and community news, the tenant newsletter “The Front Door” should contain continuous reminders and 
important tenant information, such as the process for handing in their annual rent review. 

• Email, online communications and a dedicated tenant information section on the Toronto Community Housing website are seen as promising 
communications avenues.

• Staff and tenants are interested in exploring the potential for Tenant TV or utilizing the Lobby Channel 59 to communicate updates and 
corporate messages.

What needs work: Communications don’t account for different tenant needs 

“There is a disconnect between the way we explain things to tenants and they way they 
understand us. Even when the language is simple, people still get overwhelmed or have trouble 
understanding.”

• Legal letters to tenants contain complicate language, create confusion, and require staff time to help the tenant understand. Using plain language 
guides and information graphics could help tenants navigate complicated topics.

• By 2012, all Ontario businesses and organizations must comply with accessibility standards. Toronto Community Housing will need to track and 
respond to tenant communication needs such as Braille, large font, TDD. The importance of accessible communications for seniors will grow as the 
number of seniors in ONtario is projected to double by 2028 (Ontario Seniors' Secretariat, 2003).

• Staff reported confusion over Toronto Community Housingʼs translation policies. Currently each department is responsible for their own translation 
process and budget, but there are no clear standards to follow. 

• The current promise to translate documents into 18 languages is costly and can delay communications materials from getting to OU offices. The 
main problem stems from a lack of tracking mechanisms to note tenantsʼ preferred language and communications needs. Collecting and analyzing 
this information could result in significant savings through reduced translation costs.

Preliminary Findings
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The Tenantsʼ Reference Panel took 
place over three Saturdays in August 
and September 2011.

Weʼd like you to meet them.

Research   >>   Tenants’ Panel   >>   Recommendations
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On the steps of 931 Yonge Street with the members of the Tenantsʼ Reference Panel 
who represented the 164,000 residents of Toronto Community Housing. Joining them are 
youth videography participants, members of the project team and TCH summer intern, 
and TCH senior staff. Read their biographies in Appendix E: Final Report of the Panel.
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Role of the Tenantsʼ Reference Panel

The panellistsʼ task:

1. To learn about how Toronto Community Housing and other organizations communicate with different people
2. To develop recommendations on how Toronto Community Housing can improve two-way communications with tenants
3. To represent the best interests of all tenants

The Tenants’ Reference Panel pioneered a new approach to tenant engagement. Over three full days, 28 randomly selected tenants met to learn how 
Toronto Community Housing communicates, and propose recommendations for this strategy. 

This process was designed to:
•" Build on six months of research, staff interviews and tenant group consultations
•" Reach out to people who are not normally involved
•" Share information and create informed perspectives
•" Build awareness, insight and agreement
•" Draw on the capacity of TCH tenants to reason on behalf of their community

The process is an important reminder of how meaningful it can be to extend an open invitation to randomly selected households and encourage the contribution of 
residents who might not otherwise have the opportunity to advise a public agency like Toronto Community Housing.

Day 1

Understanding the process,
setting goals 
and expectations

Learning about
Toronto Community Housing

Learning about tenant 
communications

Identifying priority areas & 
finding common values 

Day 2

Hearing from 
community experts

Hearing from frontline staff

Identifying challenges

Preparing for the
Public Roundtable 

Public Roundtable

Hearing from other tenants at 
the Public Roundtable

 

Day 3

Reviewing the Tenant 
Handbook

Prioritizing challenges

Developing advice and 
recommendations

Ratification and reporting

Civic Lottery

A random-representative 
selection process to find 28 
tenant-panellists 

Balanced for age, gender and 
geographical location 
(Operating Units)
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Understanding the Civic Lottery
The Civic Lottery is a random-representative selection process designed to identify and encourage tenants to step forward and volunteer 
to participate in a learning and deliberation process on tenant communications. 

In August 2011, 7,500 letters were sent to randomly selected households across TCHʼs 13 Operating Units. The letter described TCHʼs need for 
improved tenant communications, and invited tenants aged 18+ to put their name forward for a chance to serve on the panel. 
Many of the tenants we spoke to were pleasantly surprised to have received the invitation. Many were new to housing or simply hadnʼt considered 
getting involved before. Others were more skeptical, but were willing to give the process a chance. One elderly woman we spoke to volunteered 
because TCH provided her with a home when she moved to Canada decades earlier, “I love TCH. Without them, I would have nowhere to live.” Another 
hand-written note said, “Thank you for including me in the Lottery. I really want to participate….because I think I can contribute something.”

From among the responses, 28 were randomly selected to match the age, gender, rental status, and geographical profile of TCHʼs tenants. Together, the 
twenty-eight panellists represent a wide range of ages, backgrounds and personal experience.

7,500 letters sent to randomly selected postal codes throughout 13 Operating Units

376 tenants responded

239 said “Yes, I would like to participate as a member of the Tenantsʼ Reference Panel”

137 said “No, but I would like to receive further information”

28 panellists were randomly selected, balance for age, gender, geography and rental status

More information: Appendix E: Final Report of the Tenants’ Reference Panel. 20



Understanding the Panel Process
The Panel process combined tenants’ personal experiences with expert knowledge, and activities that gradually led to a consensus regarding 
the steps TCH needs to take to improve tenant communications. 

Our curriculum included presentations from frontline, call-centre, and senior staff views on current communication challenges, updates on work connected to 
improving communications, and experts from community organizations who face similar challenges. Each activity asked panellists to consider 
recommendations that are in the best interest of all tenants, and their sense of solidarity in solving a tough problem helped them develop a more empathetic 
relationship to the needs of others. They also welcomed 30 tenants who chose to attend an afternoon Public Roundtable discussion, where participants 
learned about the Panel process and provided their own thoughts on communications challenges and solutions. 

Panel members showed dedication and enthusiasm for every task set before them, and collectively crafted over 65 recommendations to improve tenant 
communications across Toronto Community Housing.

On Day 1 panel members learned about the current state of communications at Toronto Community Housing.

Presentations:
Bruce Malloch: Corporate communications and the role of the Public Affairs Department
Mary Boushel: Improving tenant communications to prevent rent-related evictions
Graham Leah: Customer service strategy and call centre 
Joslyn Trowbridge & Morwenna Marwah: Lessons from staff interviews
Jeannette Hanna: Best practices for better communications

They discussed values for tenant communications and topics that are the most important to them.

On the final day of the Panel, members discussed solutions, finding over 65 recommendations. 

They worked through several revision and prioritization exercises to identify the top six “must haves” and to sequence the rest of the 
recommendations according to topic and importance.

Each panel member received a Certificate of Public Service during a ceremony at the end of the day.

On Day 2 panel members spoke with frontline staff about their jobs, and learned how other organizations 
communicate with diverse audiences. 

They also invited tenants across the GTA to participate in the Panel through a public roundtable discussion.

Presentations:
Magdalena Vander Kooy: Toronto Public Library: communicating with diverse audiences
Jan Richards:  Inclusive Design at OCAD University
Kathir Cheliyan, Customer Service Facilitator & Brian Hack, Superintendent: Tenant communications in buildings and 
Operating Unit offices

Roundtable:
30+ additional participants
Communication challenges of: Maintenance, Safety, Community Life, Rights and Responsibilities, and Staff-Tenant 
Relationships
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Values and definitions
Panellists were asked to identify their values that define successful tenant communications, and the elements of  successful tenancy. Working at four 
separate tables they quickly realized their perspectives were very similar. Again and again we heard panellists value communications that are 
respectful in tone and easy to understand. Their definitions of  successful tenancy reflected their values, and emphasized responsiveness. Panellists 
were adamant that the goal of  successful tenancies should drive all tenant communications.

Consistent: Clear

Respectful: Kind, Sympathetic, Polite, Tolerant, Understanding, Patient 

Friendly: Social, Generous, Helpful

Honest: Unbiased, Transparent 

Responsive: Diligent, Prompt, Integrated, Effective

Simple: Minimized, Streamlined, Efficient

1. A two-way street based on ongoing responsibility, 
respect and fulfilling obligations, for both tenants 
and staff.

2. To live in a safe, clean, and comfortable 
environment within supportive and responsive 
communities where the rights and 
responsibilities of tenants and staff are clearly 
communicated and respected.

3. A respectful relationship between staff and 
tenants through two-way communication where 
clear expectations are set, rent is paid, and 
buildings are maintained. This will help create safe, 
secure, clean and friendly places to live that we 
can all be proud of.

4. To feel happy and comfortable in the place that you 
live because tenants respect each other and 
understand their responsibilities.

They also defined successful tenancies. Each of the 
four tables came up with remarkably similar 
definitions.

They also identified five over-arching topics:
Maintenance
Safety
Rights and Responsibilities
Relationships: TCH and Tenants
Community Life
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Safety
•" Lack of information about who to contact for security and safety 

concerns
•" Tenants arenʼt able to identify where on the security and safety 

spectrum their concern lies and what resources are available to deal 
with different concerns

•" Lack of tenant involvement in community safety initiatives; tenants 
donʼt feel empowered to keep buildings safe

•" Lack of follow-up from staff to tenants about their safety concerns
•" Unclear communication about emergency procedures, such as 

evacuation or what to do during a blackout

Maintenance
•" Superintendents are very busy and can be hard to track down in 

their buildings. Generally, their performance is reported to be 
uneven

•" Lack of quality control between TCH and contractors
•" Communications concerning maintenance and repairs deserve the 

same privacy, professionalism, honesty and respect as other 
communications

•" Lack of communication concerning time frames and expectations on 
maintenance and repairs requests; tenants do not know the priority 
areas of what gets done first

•" Lack of a tracking mechanism to follow your request and no staff 
follow up

•" Lack of clarity and knowledge of how to make a maintenance 
request

Community Life
•" Tenants donʼt attend meetings because they feel as though theyʼre a 

waste of time, nothing changes and they are not heard
•" The tenant handbook is unevenly distributed; most panellists 

reported not receiving a handbook
•" The common areas (gyms, rec. rooms, meeting spaces) are central 

to community life. It is hard to get the keys, or difficult to understand 
how the spaces can be used or should be tidied or maintained 
(cleanliness/state of good repair)

•" There are language barriers between tenants themselves and 
between tenants and staff

•" Bulletin boards are not updated with new information and events. 
Posters are routinely ripped down

•" Tenant reps are often overwhelmed by their responsibilities and the 
amount of information they are expected to communicate

•" Tenants donʼt know about community events or who to ask for more 
information

•" Volunteers and staff are not recognized for their efforts to improve 
community life and communications

Rights, Responsibilities & 
Relationships: TCH & Tenants 

•" Lack of transparency about projects and programs in buildings
•" Negative experiences or interactions adversely affect how TCH and 

tenants relate to one another
•" Staff donʼt always use communication channels properly, show 

respect, or follow up consistently
•" Language barriers impede tenantsʼ understanding of their rights and 

responsibilities
•" Tenants donʼt get clear information on the rules of the buildings, the 

rights and responsibilities of tenants and staff, the complaints 
process, or the responsibilities of tenant representatives

Key communications challenges
Panel members began by mapping their communications experiences during their first year of  their tenancy and during their most recent year. This resulted in a 
long list of  important topics in need of  greater attention and clarity. Next, they detailed the communications challenges they faced during their interactions with 
staff  on these topics. They clustered their challenges into the following topic groups, which incidentally align with the major sections of  the tenant handbook:
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Respectful
Tenants want communications to be:
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Responsive
Tenants want communications to be:
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Focussed on
creating safe 
communities

Tenants want communications to be:
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1. We recommended that TCH management, in consultation with tenants, police and the 
community safety unit, produce a plain language community safety handbook, available in 
multiple languages, that outlines who to contact in different security situations using 
symbols, graphic depictions and colours as much as possible. The handbook should 
include pull-out safety complaint forms. 

2. We recommend that OU managers inform tenants of the details of upcoming projects in their 
building through letters and by posting a notice on the bulletin board. 

3. We recommend that TCH management educate and train frontline staff about (1) using all 
available communication channels to communicate with tenants and (2) to communicate 
respectfully with tenants.

4. We encourage TCH management to create and implement an evaluation process for 
superintendents that includes standards of good customer service. 

5. We expect senior management to visit buildings on an annual basis to meet informally with 
tenants.

6. We recommend that Health Promotion Officers and tenant representatives host monthly 
building meetings and take a proactive approach to working together to plan and 
communicate community events to tenants in their building. 

Once panel members were agreed that they had identified the key communications challenges facing tenants, they began looking for solutions. Finally they 
identified over 65 recommendations. Their next task was to prioritize what the panellists called their ‘must-haves‘ — recommendations that belong at the top of  
the list.

The Six Tenant “Must-haves”
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The Tenantsʼ Reference Panel 
on Tenant Communications: 
Final Recommendations
This section contains the 65 recommendations of the Tenantsʼ Reference Panel. 
They are organized in seven categories and appear as written by the panellists themselves. 

Research   >>   Tenants’ Panel   >>   Recommendations
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Triage security concerns; establish corresponding response times
• We strongly recommend that TCH management, in consultation with 

tenants, established definitions and response procedures of security 
concerns, complaints and emergencies.

• We strongly advise TCH management and frontline staff to 
communicate to tenants on who to call for each defined security 
situation by printed notices, safety workshops, website and tenant 
handbook. 

• We expect that the Community Safety Unit will respond and 
immediately communicate their plan of action about safety complaints.

• We expect the security officer and/or the CSU to call or provide face-
to-face follow up to safety complaints.

Dedicated safety and security webpage
• We expect management to revise the TCH website front page to 

include a link to a safety and security webpage.
• We recommend the safety webpage include interactive forms for 

reporting security and safety complaints and concerns and a link to the 
safety handbook.

Accessibility and design
• We recommend the community safety handbook include pullout forms, 

clear language, graphics, a picture of the safety webpage (and how to 
use it) and picture of front page with safety link highlighted.

• We expect that all safety and security related material in print and 
online will be available in multiple languages and that translation and 
literacy support be provided at all meetings and instances where forms 
must be completed. 

• We expect TCH management and frontline staff to create a clear 
contact sheet of key security phone numbers and post in lobbies 
elevators and laundry rooms.

• We advise that the safety guide be available at all OU offices, annual 
workshops, during the lease-signing, in local libraries, building lobbies, 
and community centres.

Tenant involvement 
• We advise tenant representatives, with the support of TCH 

management, to organize annual community safety workshops with 
the participation of tenants and tenant representatives, associations, 
management, frontline staff, security staff, police and local councillors. 
Tenant representatives could encourage participation in their building.

• We encourage buildings in communities that have larger security 
concerns to organize (with management support) tenant-led 
community security committees.

• We request that Tenant Service Coordinators organize volunteer 
community safety representatives who act as information resources 
about safety and security publications and procedures.

Panel members identified community safety as their top priority. They felt that this was an area where improved communications would make a big impact. 
Keeping themselves, their families, and their neighbours safe relies on consistent and clear information and trust in Toronto Community Housing staff  at all levels.

1. Focus on Community Safety
Tenant Recommendations:
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Consistency
• We recommend that TCH management produce guidelines for 

superintendents to ensure that bulletin boards contain uniform 
and relevant information.

• We urge that superintendents and tenant representatives provide 
clear and timely information about events (three weeks in 
advance) on bulletin boards.

• We expect that building staff should ensure there are 2-3 bulletin 
boards in each building and that they all contain information on: 
• TCH management updates, security information and pest 

control
• Tenant representatives, HPO role and contact, building 

news, regulations, community events
• Tenant associations and community organizations 

Content
• We recommend that information about common spaces including 

who to contact to get the keys, what the rooms can be used for 
and the code of conduct for common spaces be posted on 
bulletin boards.

• We expect tenant representatives and frontline staff to post key 
results of meetings and important updates for building security 
and tenant safety on the bulletin boards.

• We request that OU staff post the function, term, and 
responsibilities of tenant representatives on bulletin boards.

Panel members indicated that bulletin boards are the single most important source for all official information. While large boards in smaller units and town homes 
are impractical, the majority of  tenants in large buildings rely on bulletin boards for important messages, rules and procedures to follow, and updates on building 
meetings or other community events. The inconsistent appearance and content of  boards across Operating Units, and the outright neglect of  boards in some 
buildings, misses an easy, cost-effective opportunity to communicate essential information.

2. Improve Bulletin Boards
Tenant Recommendations:

On Communications Processes
• We recommend TCH management create clear guidelines for 

communications with tenants for all levels of staff. These guidelines 
should set out what staff can and cannot tell tenants and how they 
can maintain privacy and professionalism at all times. 

On Rights and Responsibilities
• We recommend that TCH management designate certain staff to 

answer inquiries about Rights, Responsibilities, and the Relationship 
between staff and tenants.

Panel members stressed the importance of  staff  roles, both frontline and management, in understanding communications processes and upholding values such as 
respect, honesty, and privacy.

3. Train staff
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Customer service
• We recommend that TCH management implement a system that 

allows tenants to evaluate the customer service interaction during 
the repairs and maintenance process. 

• We urge superintendents to ensure and evaluate housing 
inspections of all contracted repairs and maintenance and 
communicate the results to all tenants.

Tenant tracking
• We request that EZ track numbers are given to tenants every time 

they make a maintenance request to ensure transparency and 
follow up on the phone and online. Tenants should be given the 
option of having a superintendent follow up with them when 
complete.

• We request that call centre agents have the same information as 
superintendents pertaining to a request, so the agent can tell 
tenants who the right person will be to take care of the problem and 
what stage the request is at - especially when tenants use a paper 
form to request a repair.

• We request that superintendents or repairs person leave a note if 
the tenant is not available, and that this information is entered into 
the tracking system for all to see.

Response and transparency
• We urge TCH management to set and stick to response times for 

maintenance and repairs. 
• We urge TCH management and Public Affairs to explain the 

maintenance request process and response times in a clear and 
transparent manner in tenantsʼ handbook, on the website and in the 
newsletter.

• We encourage frontline staff and superintendents to ensure the 
process for maintenance and repair requests is clearly posted on 
building notice boards and website with up to date contact 
information.

• We expect every building to have the same request options and 
process whether through a paper or phone request.

While some panellists found the process for maintenance and repairs requests straightforward, others felt frustrated, misunderstood, and as though they were 
getting “the runaround” from staff. All agreed that service expectations should be better communicated to tenants and that completion rates and response times 
should be tracked and reported publicly. Tenants want to know what their responsibilities are, what they can expect from staff, and how long a resolution may 
take. They also hope to be able to track the stage their request is at, so their minds can be at ease that they have followed the correct process and their request is 
not lost between the call centre and the person responsible for making the repair.

4. Address maintenance and repairs 
Tenant Recommendations:
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Content
• We recommend that the TCH Communicationsʼ Department include 

information in the handbook about the availability of common areas in 
each building. This would include a template / section to complete, 
detailing who to contact to get keys, which common spaces are 
available (gym, meeting rooms) in each building, AND a list of alternate 
spaces in the community.

• We encourage TCH management to provide clear information on 
Rights, Responsibilities, and the staff-tenant relationship in the 
handbook.

• We recommend the handbook include:
• Specific numbers and contact information for different services, 

including the description and contact for staff roles in operating 
units

• Clearer information on transfers
• A link to the Safety and Security contact and handbook
• Information on how to obtain the Residential Tenancies Act
• Specific rules rather than referring to other documents
• The process for rent reviews and paying rent, emphasizing 

paying your rent on time and the consequences of loosing your 
subsidy

• A “Your Home” section that provides straightforward “dos” and 
“donʼts”

• A restructured Garbage Section to emphasize recycling and 
green bin

• Clear expectations: eg. describe what “clean” means, what 
tenants should expect from staff communications

• Information on subletting
• More information on pest control
• Map of TCH buildings across Toronto
• Information on interpreters and language services

• We expect that information in the handbook is consistent across 
buildings and OUs

• Note from CEO on first page is not useful

Availability
• We urge TCH management to distribute the updated handbook to all 

current and new tenants. TCH should follow up to ensure they have 
been received.

• We expect the handbook to be available in multiple languages.
• We recommend that a pullout sheet from the handbook and/or a flyer 

outlining tenantsʼ rights and responsibilities be made available in the 
lobbies of buildings and in OU offices.

Staff roles
• The “Your local contacts” section should be filled out by local OU 

Manager or Tenant Service Coordinator
• Staff should be encouraged to go through the handbook with the tenant
• Staff should act in accordance with the expectations and information 

set out in the handbook
Staying up-to-date
• We recommend revising the handbook every five years
Format
• Three ring holds for updates so new pages can be added or sections 

can be removed
• Colour-coded sections that are recognizable through side tabs
• Clearer titles
• Links to websites and more information
• An easy tear-out section page for tenant comments, to give to TCH 

staff
• The list of building staff and contacts should be able to tear out so it can 

be easily updated
• Too much text is daunting
• Reserve the first page for emergency information and rights and 

responsibilities

The Panel was asked by the Public Affairs department to review the Tenant Handbook during a special one-hour session. Panellists reviewed the handbook 
section by section and provided feedback. Importantly, almost two-thirds of  the Panel reported never having seen the handbook prior to the session. 

5. Revise the tenant handbook
Tenant Recommendations:
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Regular meetings, ample notification
• We recommend that Tenant Service Coordinators be available for 

face to face interactions with tenants once a month, to attend to 
matters beyond the superintendentsʼ capabilities.

• We advise that smaller buildings/single family homes are “twinned” 
with a large building or paired together for regular meetings with the 
OU managers to learn more about community events and share 
volunteers to support tenant representatives. 

• We advise OU management and frontline staff to ensure all 
meetings are advertised with bulletins in the Front Door newsletter, 
on the website and by e-mail.

 Recognize volunteers
• We urge senior management to participate and take a proactive role 

in thanking “shining star” volunteers in buildings.
• We expect that TCH management set out a volunteer staff “Shining 

Star” program and ceremony to thank volunteers that set good 
examples.

• We hope that all shining stars are recognized in the newsletter and 
on the website.

Identify and act on community issues
• We encourage a survey or suggestion box in the superintendents 

office to find out which issues matter most to tenants in their 
buildings.

• Once the issues have been identified, we encourage 
representatives, tenants and frontline staff to plan a series of regular 
events/meetings to discuss building issues and solutions.

• We advise that larger buildings, with the help of all OU staff, identify 
small groups of volunteers to support and communicate about 
events. For example, cultural representatives and seniors could 
engage their friends and neighbours. Contact information for 
volunteer groups should be shared on the bulletin board. 

• We hope that wherever possible tenants will organize get-togethers 
to meet each other and talk informally about community life.

• We encourage all OU managers to hold bi-annual events to allow 
tenants and staff to meet (barbecues, community dinners, volunteer 
recognition events).

Common spaces
• We expect tenants and superintendents to develop a code of 

conduct for using, maintaining and cleaning the common spaces. 
Everyone should clearly understand the rules, regulations, and 
consequences of using this space together. The code should be 
signed by the tenant using the space and the superintendent, and 
consequences should be enforced if the space is left contrary to the 
code of conduct (deposit withheld or no further renting).

Panel members believe that tenants want to be more involved with the neighbourhoods and in their buildings, but that too many are unaware of  local events or 
other opportunities. 

6. Strengthen Community Engagement
Tenant Recommendations:
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Tenant representatives
• We advise TCH management along with current tenant 

representatives and tenants to explore and review the roles and 
responsibilities of tenant representatives to evaluate if two 
representatives are enough per building; to make sure each 
individualʼs role is realistic and clear. 

Active tenants
• We advise TCH management and frontline staff to provide 

childcare, transport subsidies and whisper translation for all 
community meetings.

Language barriers
• We urge frontline staff and tenant representatives to encourage 

tenants who speak different languages to volunteer to inform 
other tenants who speak their language of tenant rights and 
responsibilities.

• In addition to formal interpreters, we recommend that tenant 
representatives, tenants, HPOs encourage volunteers to identify 
themselves in each building to support tenant representatives by 
translating non-legal news for their building.

New tenants
• We recommend that TSCs explain the role of the tenant 

representatives at the lease signing, introduce them and provide 
contact information.

• We urge TCH management to distribute the tenant handbook to 
all tenants when they move in and to check that current tenants 
have the most updated version and receive regular updates each 
year.

• We anticipate that TCH management will maintain language 
preferences in tenantsʼ file via the annual rent review and lease 
signing processes.

Panel members discussed the possibilities for improved communications to support basic tenant needs. Full participation in building and community activities 
requires attention to communication supports such as translation, interpretation, accessible spaces, and ample notification for meetings. 

7. Support basic tenant needs
Tenant Recommendations:
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Consultantsʼ Recommendations
Building on our research and the recommendations of the Tenantsʼ Reference Panel, we have 
identified a series of premises, principles, and actions to improve tenant communications.

Research   >>   Tenants’ Panel   >>   Recommendations
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Tenants taught us that they would be better served if Toronto 
Community Housing focussed on providing tenant communications 
that are honest and respectful in tone, more responsive and more 
firmly focussed on creating safe communities.

In short, less — rigorously applied — is more. 
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1. A clear and concise definition of successful tenancy is essential to developing a meaningful 
tenant communications strategy. In every instance, tenant communications should work 
promote, enable and sustain successful tenancies.

2. Any internal communication weaknesses are often channeled outwards. In this way, a strong 
internal communications culture is critical to the success of external tenant communications. 

3. High performing organizations communicate more information, more effectively. The events of 
the past three years have winded the organization, leading to a “communications chill” that has 
sapped confidence, causing uncertainty and a reluctance by staff to share information.

4. Consistency is integral to communications. A ‘one organization, one voice’ approach is 
necessary to communicate effectively to multiple audiences across many different channels. 

5. Leading housing authorities lead by design. Better design standards — in fact, a commitment 
to design excellence — will increase the clarity and efficacy of TCH communications. 

Five Premises
Over the course of  our conversations with staff  and tenants in the past nine months, several themes have emerged that we consider integral to improving 
tenant communications. 
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1.  Relentless focus on staff training and performance with communication skills at the heart
Building trust between tenants and staff is critical to improving communications. This relationship is so integral to supporting successful tenancies that treating 
communications processes, standards, and codes of conduct as peripheral to staff duties can do great harm. Frontline staff need training on handling difficult 
situations, and managers need to understand and control communications processes and policies. Establishing a set of best practices for all staff to follow will 
ensure consistency of corporate message across the organization and implementing performance measurement tools will signal the importance of highly-
developed communication skills. Putting communications at the centre will refocus the organization and renew relationships between staff and tenants.

2. Information management: Tell your story, show your impact
Everyday Toronto Community Housing shelters and supports 164,000 people. Facts and figures tell compelling stories - the organization has a significant opportunity 
to illustrate its impact on the health and well-being of communities across the city. Collecting, analyzing, maintaining and publishing data on a regular basis will 
provide context to TCH’s work, highlight improvements, and connect individual experience to organizational success. Building institutional memory helps 
organizations be more responsive to external trends and changing customer needs. Ultimately, information management provides a framework for communicating, 
sharing and celebrating milestones with tenants, staff and the public.

3. Information design
Information design eliminates ambiguity, breaks down complex issues, and makes communications accessible to a broad audience regardless of culture, 
language, literacy, age, or ability. Simple language, clear graphics and visual cues make information easier for staff and tenants to find and understand and 
provide additional support for those who need it. The principles of ‘wayfinding’ or navigating physical environments, such as hospitals and airports, apply to 
online content and communications materials. When tested with tenants and used consistently across the organization, information design tools present 
significant improvements using relatively few resources.

4. Website as central platform for content and navigation
Solid web content and organization is a good starting point and platform for all communications. When visitors can easily and openly access information, it 
increases organizational transparency and builds trust. Websites allow organizations to share and renew information constantly and consistently and allow 
users to choose what information they need when they need it. As new technologies emerge, the web can provide a basis for content development and guide 
users towards new channels. 

Improving tenant communications relies on skilled staff, clear process and policy, solid institutional memory, and designing information for easy navigation. 
Before acting on any of  our recommendations in our “Ways to Deliver” section, Toronto Community Housing must concentrate on four critical success factors:

Success factors
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Where to start:
This section offers good examples for 
improving tenant communications
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Use of information design techniques, plain language, two-way feedback and alternate 
delivery formats can dramatically impact the effectiveness of communications. 

Design for effectiveness
Where to start:

1. Consistent Approach
2. Clear Language

3. Structure and design
4. Clear directions

5. More visuals
6. Alternate formats

Use principles of good information design to make content easier to navigate, understand 
and apply.

Key insight:
Consistent use of colour, typography, 
graphics, icons and plain language to put 
key information in a meaningful context 
for users.
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Graphics and illustrations help make complex information and directions easier to 
understand and follow for all users.

Good use of graphics
Where to start:

Key Insight:
As Ikea and LEGO have shown, illustration and visualizations can be powerful tools to 
communicate complex information and  directions, especially for low-literacy users.
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Clear, thoughtful language can help your tenants understand the issues and choices that 
affect them; improving their sense of independence and reducing transaction costs

Clear writing
Where to start:

Key Insight:
Tenants value clear easy-to-understand language that doesn’t sound bureaucratic. 

Page 1Tenant Handbook

This is your tenant handbook. We 
don’t expect you to sit down and 
read it all in one go but it’s a handy 
source of bite-size information 
about all of the services available 
to you as a GHA tenant. 
 Everything you read here has 
been prepared in consultation with 
GHA tenants so you should find it 
useful. You will find out practical 
advice about your home, guidance 
on your responsibilities as a tenant 
and how to access information about 
other support services provided for 
you by GHA and our partners.

Tenant Handbook

Si vous nous le demandez, nous pouvons vous remettre ces informations 
en d’autres langues, en braille ou sur cassette. Si vous souhaitez que ces 
informations vous soient fournies sous l’un de ces formats, contactez-nous en 
composant le 0800 479 7979.   

We can produce information on request in large print, Braille, tape and on disk. 
It is also available in other languages. If you need information in any of these 
formats please contact us on Freephone 0800 479 7979.

Na Pana/Pani !yczenie mo!emy zapewni" te informacje w innych j#zykach, 
alfabetem Braille’a lub na kasecie. Je$li chcia%(a)by Pan(i) uzyska" te informacje 
w której$ z tych form, prosimy skontaktowa" si# z nami pod numerem telefonu  
0800 479 7979.

Haddii aad na weydiisato waxaanu warbixintan kugu siin karaa iyadoo ku qoran 
luuqad kale, farta ay dadka indhaha la’ akhriyaan ama cajalad ku duuban. Haddii aad 
jeclaan lahayd in warbxintan lagugu siiyo mid ka mid ah qaababkaas, fadlan nagala 
soo xidhiidh telefoonka 0800 479 7979.

!" #$%&' ()"*+,& -$..$/ 0.1")2$30/ 2"4&5 ,65+ ()&-"*5$#7&.$ .$ -)890: 
/;6<$:, %)015"2 =)$'7/ 070 # $8-0";$(0*0. >*70 #$2 5)&,8&5*/ 0.1")2$30/ 
# "-."2 0; ?50: 1")2$5"#, (";#".05& .$2 (" ."2&)8 0800 479 7979.

0800 479 7979
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Collaborate with design schools and associations to develop best practices in accessible design.

Leverage partnerships for expertise
Where to start:

Key Insight:
Through partnerships 
with associations like 
Registered Graphic 
Designers of Ontario as 
well as design 
programs at 
Universities and 
Colleges, TCH can tap 
into current and 
emerging best 
practices for 
accessibility in all 
media.
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Establish and publicize responsibilities and response times in key areas such as maintenance, 
complaints, tenant behaviour, apartment rules, etc.

Manage expectations
Where to start:

Key Insight:
Tenants want to know 
what they are 
responsible for and 
what they can ask of 
staff. Common 
understanding of 
response times and 
procedures for tenant 
requests will ease 
anxiety for both 
tenants and staff.
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City "freeing the net" for Toronto 

Community Housing residents

September 4, 2010

Residents of a Toronto Community Housing building will have easier access to 

the Internet under a year-long pilot project that is a collaboration between the 

City of Toronto and Toronto Community Housing.

"This pilot demonstrates an excellent partnership between the City, Toronto 

Community Housing and the residents. Through the hard work of staff in the 

Information & Technology division, Toronto Office of Partnerships and Toronto 

Community Housing, residents can enjoy free Internet access. I hope that we 

get a lot of positive input from this pilot so the City can explore the possibility 

of rolling this out to other Priority Investment Neighbourhoods," said 

Councillor Denzil Minnan-Wong (Ward 34 Don Valley East). The councillor 

brought the idea to the City after seeing a similar initiative implemented in San 

Francisco.

The City transferred the ownership of 30 retired laptops complete with licensed 

software to the Toronto Community Housing tenant group at 155 Sherbourne 

St. and established a wireless hotspot allowing residents to access the Web in 

and around the building. Tenant representatives have developed an internal 

process to sign out the laptops and established acceptable use policies.

Residents will also receive computer and software training.

Local Heroes in Lawrence Heights
June 17, 2011The Lawrence Heights Animators, a group of 17 Lawrence Heights tenants, 

were named the winners of the 2011 Canadian Urban Institute's Urban 

Leadership!Award in the!“Local Heroes” category.!

The group was recognized for the fundamental role they play in supporting and 

facilitating civic participation in the Lawrence Allen Revitalization Plan and 

assisting in the development of a community vision for the revitalization 

process.
“The Lawrence Heights Community Animators are a group of committed and 

passionate activist tenant leaders who live in the Lawrence Heights 

neighbourhood,” said Bronwyn Krog, Vice President and Chief Development 

Officer for Toronto Community Housing. “They are outstanding mentors and 

leaders in outreach, engagement and advocacy, who deeply understand the 

issues faced by marginalized and newcomer communities.”

For the past three years, the animators have worked collaboratively with 

Toronto Community Housing, the City of Toronto, community organizations 

and agencies as well as their families, friends and neighbours to develop a 

vision for revitalizing their community.

Everything does not have to happen at once. Take advantage of the diversity of TCH’s portfolio to 
pilot ideas and evaluate impact for different tenants.

Learn by doing
Where to start:
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Key Insight:
“Closing the loop” in 
tenant communications 
is critical to increasing 
customer satisfaction.

From presentation by Graham 
Leah, Director - Customer 
Experience, HSI to the Tenants’ 
Reference Panel
July 27, 2011

Tenants want to hear back from staff. They want to know if they are reaching the right person, how 
long it will take for a resolution, and what the process will be. Following up after a problem has been 
solved will ensure tenants know the result and will aid in customer service satisfaction tracking.

Close the communications circle
Where to start:
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Early wins

Better bulletin boards

Revise handbook

Community safety guide

Web at the centre

Medium Term

“Third Tuesday”

Annual roadshow

Orientation and check-up

Peer learning

Long Term

Demographics & analysis

Open data

Performance management

Ethics and accountability

Supporting tenants

We have set out twelve ways Toronto Community Housing can deliver on its promise to improve tenant communications. The four “early wins” respond directly 
to the recommendations of  the Tenants’ Reference Panel. These are actions that will send a signal to tenants that Toronto Community Housing is listening to their 
advice. They are also ideas that can be implemented with relatively little staff  training or financial investment. Medium term wins are ideas for the next two to 
three years, and involve a commitment by management, senior staff, and building staff. Our long term suggestions involve will require the commitment of  
executive and senior management. Planning and integration of  these ideas in the organization may require three to four years, but are worthwhile projects that will 
make evaluating and adjusting improvements in tenant communications easy. 

Delivering improvements
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Early wins
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1. Launch a Bulletin Board renewal program to ensure that every 
building has consistent and updated information.

1.1. Dedicate one board to TCH-wide, corporate messages related to 
health & safety, policies, performance reports, news and events. 

1.1.1.Twin the corporate message board and the Front Door 
newsletter and plan the content annually. This will reinforce 
key messages and extend the reach to tenants who live in 
single units or who need alternative formats.

1.1.2. Send posters and a visual guide to updating the boards 
directly to each building quarterly, timed with the delivery 
of the Front Door. OU Managers should be informed of the 
delivery schedule and should follow up with 
superintendents.

1.2. Dedicate the second board to news relevant to the people living at 
that location: tenant rep and local staff contacts, security 
numbers, information about common spaces, and building 
updates.

1.2.1.Tenant reps and superintendents should update and 
oversee the “building news” bulletin boards.

1.2.2.All notices should be date stamped. Information about 
meetings should be posted well in advance and removed 
promptly once the event is over. 

1.2.3.Update existing poster templates to include visual cues 
to minimize the need for translation, especially for 
emergency repairs.

1.2.4.Conduct regular ‘spot checks’ to make sure all bulletin 
boards are being properly maintained.

1. Renew Bulletin Boards
Consultants’ Recommendations

Why this matters: 
Inconsistent and outdated information on bulletin boards frustrates tenants. 
Enforcing information posting standards will ensure boards are at their 
maximum potential as a viable communications tool. Placed in high-traffic 
areas, bulletin boards continue to be a useful and accessible resource for 
tenants. They are a quick and easy way to impart TCH-wide messages as 
well as building news, policies, and important contact information.

Consider:
• Place bulletin boards to maximize visibility and accessibility. Display 

them at the right heights for all tenants, at multiple locations including 
back doors, laundry facilities, near elevators etc. 

• Bulletin boards do not have the capacity to display posters in 
multiple languages. Display the process for requesting translated 
texts on the TCH board. 

• Outdoor boards are not used and do not serve single units well as a 
communications channel. Aligning the Front Door and the bulletin 
boards will alleviate this.

• Consider an electronic message board program that could 
incorporate video and audio. This pilot project could begin with 
developing content for the existing screens in OU offices, aligned to 
support the stages of tenancy in the tenant handbook and on the 
website.
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2. Revise the handbook to include detailed information on the different 
stages of tenancy and which mirrors the tenants’ section of the 
website.

2.1. Clarify and add details on: types of repairs, transferring units, 
annual rent reviews, subletting, staff roles, translation and 
interpretation services. 

2.2. Each section should clearly articulate tenant rights and 
responsibilities, reporting procedures and TCH service standards 
and accountability. This is essential for the sections on safety and 
security, repairs and maintenance, and complaints.

2.3. Each section should have a prominent heading and include a table 
of contents. Highlight important contact numbers and 
supplementary resources (print, web etc.).

2.4. The handbook should not be bound. An interchangeable format will 
allow sections of the handbook to be updated regularly and 
affordably. This is particularly pertinent for staffing changes, policy 
or procedural updates. 

2.5. Translated copies of the handbook, including Braille and audio 
versions, should be available upon request.

2.6. The principles of good design and plain language should be applied 
to make the handbook easier to read, navigate and update.

2.7. The handbook should be presented to all market and RGI tenants at 
lease-signing. Extra copies should be available in buildings, at OU 
offices and online (PDF).

2.8. Review and redistribute the handbook to all households on a regular 
basis.

2. Revise the Tenant Handbook

Why this matters: The tenant handbook is an essential resource. It is a 
roadmap that guides tenants through each stage of their tenancy. A greater 
focus on rights, responsibilities and communications processes at each stage 
will reduce confusion and aid in successful tenancies. 

Consider:
• Develop short flyers, leaflets or videos that explain elements of the 

handbook in greater detail (ie. understanding your tenancy, the 
repairs process). Make sure these are referenced within the 
handbook and available online under the appropriate section.

• Work with community partners such as libraries to stock copies of 
the handbook.

• Add tear-out suggestion pages or repairs forms that tenants can fill in 
and submit to staff. Include clear lists of ‘dos and don’ts’. 

• Include a directory of trusted community organizations as an 
appendix, divided by the services they offer (ie. newcomers, 
employment, city services...)

• Many tenants reported that they did not receive the handbook when 
they moved in and were unable to obtain one.

• Consider sending a new handbook to all households every 3-5 years, 
and conduct random checks to ensure thorough distribution across 
TCH.

• Use visual cues such as sidebars, break-out text boxes, or 
exclamation points to highlight important information such as phone 
numbers.

• Consider adding stickers for key phone numbers and web addresses

Consultants’ Recommendations
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2. Revise the Tenant Handbook
Practical Inspiration

GHA Tenant Handbook 
http://www.gha.org.uk/content/mediaassets/doc/GHA_HandBook_Web.pdf

L&Q Maintenance Flyer
http://www.lqgroup.org.uk/_assets/files/LQ0224_Maintenance-responsibilities-leaflet.pdf

Additional resources:
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Website Accessibility Initiative: http://www.w3.org/WAI/
BC Housing Tenant Handbook: http://www.bchousing.org/tenants/handbook
CrossKeys Home Handbook - Videos: 
http://www.crosskeyshomes.co.uk/main.cfm?type=TENHAND&objectid=2671&searchtermredirect=handbook

Page 1Tenant Handbook

This is your tenant handbook. We 
don’t expect you to sit down and 
read it all in one go but it’s a handy 
source of bite-size information 
about all of the services available 
to you as a GHA tenant. 
 Everything you read here has 
been prepared in consultation with 
GHA tenants so you should find it 
useful. You will find out practical 
advice about your home, guidance 
on your responsibilities as a tenant 
and how to access information about 
other support services provided for 
you by GHA and our partners.

Tenant Handbook

Si vous nous le demandez, nous pouvons vous remettre ces informations 
en d’autres langues, en braille ou sur cassette. Si vous souhaitez que ces 
informations vous soient fournies sous l’un de ces formats, contactez-nous en 
composant le 0800 479 7979.   

We can produce information on request in large print, Braille, tape and on disk. 
It is also available in other languages. If you need information in any of these 
formats please contact us on Freephone 0800 479 7979.

Na Pana/Pani !yczenie mo!emy zapewni" te informacje w innych j#zykach, 
alfabetem Braille’a lub na kasecie. Je$li chcia%(a)by Pan(i) uzyska" te informacje 
w której$ z tych form, prosimy skontaktowa" si# z nami pod numerem telefonu  
0800 479 7979.

Haddii aad na weydiisato waxaanu warbixintan kugu siin karaa iyadoo ku qoran 
luuqad kale, farta ay dadka indhaha la’ akhriyaan ama cajalad ku duuban. Haddii aad 
jeclaan lahayd in warbxintan lagugu siiyo mid ka mid ah qaababkaas, fadlan nagala 
soo xidhiidh telefoonka 0800 479 7979.

!" #$%&' ()"*+,& -$..$/ 0.1")2$30/ 2"4&5 ,65+ ()&-"*5$#7&.$ .$ -)890: 
/;6<$:, %)015"2 =)$'7/ 070 # $8-0";$(0*0. >*70 #$2 5)&,8&5*/ 0.1")2$30/ 
# "-."2 0; ?50: 1")2$5"#, (";#".05& .$2 (" ."2&)8 0800 479 7979.

0800 479 7979

Consultants’ Recommendations
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3. Create a dedicated community safety and security handbook.

3.1. Work in consultation with tenants and the community safety unit to 
identify, categorize and define types of security concerns, 
complaints and emergencies such as: criminal activity, anti-social 
behaviour, personal and home safety. 

3.2. Establish corresponding response procedures including who to 
contact, a clear plan of action with response times, and how 
tenants can follow up once an issue has been reported.

3.3. Outline tenant and TCH rights and responsibilities, noting what 
measures are required by law in clear, simple language.

3.4. Create a dedicated safety and security webpage that matches the 
content in the guide.

3.5. Emergency contact numbers and procedures should be 
communicated through additional channels such as bulletin boards, 
the tenant handbook, and at orientation for new tenants.

3.6. The community safety guide should adhere to the principles of good 
design. It should be available in multiple languages and readily 
accessible online and in buildings. 

3. Create a Community Safety Guide

Why this matters
Feeling safe is at the centre of successful tenancies. Regardless of where 
they lived or the type of rent they paid, tenants identified safety and security 
issues as the biggest barrier to feeling comfortable in their home. Many 
reported feeling unsafe and that they felt incidents of anti-social behaviour 
were on the rise. Tenants need more information about their rights and 
responsibilities, how they can safely report incidents, and what the outcomes 
will be when they do. A separate guide to protocols, types of emergencies, 
and safety tips will signal the importance of safety to staff and tenants.

Consider:
• Work with the police and the community safety unit to pilot safety 

workshops in buildings for tenants and frontline staff.
• Incorporate pull-out forms in the guide or online forms on the website 

to help tenants report safety concerns quickly and confidentially.
• Review and redistribute the guide on a regular basis to ensure that all 

tenants have an updated copy.
• Post emergency phone numbers in high-traffic areas such as lobbies, 

laundry rooms or common spaces.
• Tracking the volume, types and recurrence of safety and security 

incidents will help to identify buildings that require additional support 
or a more drastic intervention. 

Consultants’ Recommendations
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3. Create a Community Safety Guide
Practical Inspiration

L&Q Anti-social behaviour leaflet and procedures
http://www.lqgroup.org.uk/services-for-residents/about-landq/publications/antisocial-behaviour-publications/

Sheffield Homes Record of Incident Diary
http://www.sheffieldhomes.org.uk/doc.ashx?docID=CFEC2233-8818-4AC1-AA18-F618022638D9

GHA Housing’s webpage and video on anti-social behaviour
http://www.gha.org.uk/content/default.asp?page=s55

Date Time Start Time Finish What happened Who was involved How did this affect 
you/your family

Signed and dated 
at time of entry

SAMPLE
I believe that the information I have given is a true and accurate description of what I saw and/or heard

Signed ............................................................................................................................................................. Date ...................................................................... 5

RECORD OF INCIDENTS DIARY
Your Name ................................................................

Your Address ...................................................................................................................................................

2/4/o6 9pm 9.15pm Saw woman banging on living room window & shouting for Sue, Woman, about 25

she shouted threats, “I’ll fucking kill you, you bitch, I know blonde hair

he’s been here”. She then pulled wipers off red car P123 ABC.

2/4/o6 9.3opm 1o.45pm Arguing, shouting from next door, then he went out and 65 Popular Dr

banged front door and she chased after him. Looked out of Sue & Jake

bedroom window and saw them fighting in street.

3/4/o6 5pm ?? Loud rap music 65 Popular Dr Came home from

Work and couldn’t

stand it so went to

my mum’s at 8pm

to stay night.

4/4/o6 12.15am 12.45am Loud rap music 65 Popular Dr

Claire Smith
63 Popular Drive, Sheffield S3 7AT

Claire Smith                                           4 April 2oo6

Anti-social behaviour 
guidance notes
Tackling anti-social behaviour

This leaflet tells you about L&Q’s policy and procedures for tackling anti-social behaviour.

What is Anti-Social Behaviour?
Anti-social behaviour includes a wide range of unacceptable behaviour that affects the quality of 
life for residents and others living or working in the community. The types of behaviour that L&Q 
considers anti-social include:

How will L&Q tackle anti-social behaviour?
L&Q aims to ensure that all residents and their families can enjoy a quality of life free from anti-social 
behaviour. Our approach to tackling anti-social behaviour is built around 6 core commitments.

• Providing leadership in tackling anti-social behaviour

• Involving residents

• Working to prevent anti-social behaviour and respond to problems early

• Protecting communities through swift enforcement

• Supporting victims and witnesses 

• Promoting positive behaviour

www.lqgroup.org.uk

• Noise

• Verbal abuse/ harassment/ intimidation/ 
threatening behaviour

• Hate related incidents (based on race, sexual 
orientation, gender, disability, religion, age etc.)

• Vandalism and damage to property

• Pets and animal nuisance

• Nuisance from vehicles

• Drugs/ substance misuse/ drug dealing

• Alcohol-related

• Domestic violence/ abuse

• Physical violence

• Litter/ rubbish/ fly-tipping

• Garden nuisance

• Misuse of communal areas/ public spaces 
or loitering

• Prostitution/ sexual acts/ kerb crawling

• Other criminal behaviour

• Smells/ fumes/ smoke

• Illegal and immoral use of premises

Consultants’ Recommendations
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4. Use the website as the platform to support and drive all tenant 
communications, existing and new. It should contain the most 
recent content, critical for successful tenancies. 

4.1. Work with what you already have. There is good content on the site, 
but it is hard to find or out-of-date. Organizing the website will help 
to triage information, identify gaps in existing tenant 
communications, and develop new channels. 

4.2. Create one dedicated tenants’ section that contains clear, concise 
and prioritized information sorted according to the main stages of 
tenancy: getting settled, paying rent, safety and security, repairs & 
maintenance, policies, rights and responsibilities, and tenant 
involvement. 

4.3. Think like IKEA. Information should be organized by topic and 
clearly indicated by colour, icon and page headings. Each section 
should include links to relevant documents, policies, and contact 
numbers. Text should be short and to the point.

4.4. Important phone numbers should be prominently displayed with an 
explanation of how and when to use them. Accessibility and 
language tools should be equally visible, typically at the top of 
every page.

4.5. Tenant publications and forms should be contained in a searchable 
directory.

4.6. The style and tone of the website should be carried across other 
communications materials. This includes colours, icons, and 
language.

4.7. Regularly monitor Google Analytics to track monthly page visits, 
searches and when tenants are seeking information. Use it to refine 
the content and navigation online and in print, develop videos, or 
shore up communications during peak times. 

Why this matters: A well-organized website will drive consistent tenant 
communications. Designing content and navigation techniques provides a 
good starting point for all types of communication. The website can be a 
directory, a resource library, and a roadmap for tenants and staff alike.  
Digital content can be updated to contain the most reliable “evergreen” 
information. It also enables cost-effective language and accessibility 
adaptations, which will help to comply with the Ontario Accessibility Act. 

Consider:
• While public internet access will continue to increase, printed information 

will always be necessary to communicate with tenants. 
• Consider that low-literacy users read and use websites differently and 

have different needs.
• Use the website as a training tool and central resource that staff can 

draw on to better assist tenants.
• Consider partnering with community organizations such as the Toronto 

Public Library to offer their “web basics” training courses for tenants, 
particularly seniors.

• Review the 2010 “freeing the net” pilot program between TCH and the 
City of Toronto to see if it can be expanded to other buildings. 

• When costing out or investing in a new site, consider a platform that 
could support or integrate other management systems or accessibility 
technologies such as screen readers.

• Link processes and policies to data on “how we’re doing.”

Website tips
• Define your audiences: existing tenants / potential tenants / 

corporate (staff, partners, suppliers, media). Map out a logical 
structure so users know exactly where to look for information.

• Use simple navigation to guide tenants to easily-understandable, 
consistent, relevant information.

• Page titles or links should use the same words visitors would use 
when doing a web search 

• Reduce text. Make use of lists, bullet points, short descriptive 
sentences. Use white space. 

• Add context. Explain what documents are, who they’re for, format 
or length.

• Conduct an annual spring cleaning. Archive or delete time-
sensitive entries like job postings, news releases, or newsletters. 

• Delete redundant pages and links. Avoid PDF overload. Upload 
the most recent version of policies or forms in one place. 

• Make accessibility tools and language options easy to find and 
use. 

4. Put the web at the centre
Consultants’ Recommendations
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Practical Inspiration:

CrossKeys Homes, UK: www. crosskeyshomes.co.uk

1. Videos 2. Community and orientation 3. Accessible formats

OCASI / Government of Ontario Multilingual Settlement Information Kiosks
http://wiki.settlementatwork.org/wiki/Settlement_Kiosk

Toronto Public Library’s “Materials in Your Language” services
http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/books-video-music/your-language/arabic.jsp

4. Put the web at the centre
Consultants’ Recommendations
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Medium term
improvements
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5.Institute a monthly building meeting that tenants can rely on for 
consistent interaction and learning from staff.

5.1.Name and advertise the meeting in buildings and OU offices.
5.2.Set out an agenda at the beginning of each year so that tenants can 
plan to attend meetings on topics most important to them.
5.3.Repeat the set of meetings each year so they become a dependable 
institution for staff-tenant interaction.
5.4.Maintain tenant expectations of these meetings through clear 
advertising that describes them as learning opportunities instead of a 
time to make complaints.

5. “Third Tuesday”

Why it matters: Regular building meetings with known agendas allow 
tenants to plan attendance and provide clear communications timelines for 
staff. Tenants told us that personal interaction with staff and other tenants is 
critical for improving communication and building trust.

Consider:
• Meetings could be themed around sections of the Tenant Handbook 

or Community Safety Guide
• Staff will need training and support for hosting and conducting 

meetings to ensure meetings stay on track
• Consistency is key - meetings should stick to their schedule and 

agenda items
• These meetings won’t solve all communications problems. But they 

will provide a reliable mechanism for staff-tenant interaction and 
surface issues or topics that need extra clarification and 
communication strategies.

Consultants’ Recommendations

Practical Inspiration:

Tenant Participation Promotion Team and Tenants Groups, 
Aberdeenshire Council Housing, UK
http://aberdeenshire.gov.uk/housing/tenant/tenantparticipation/tppt.asp

Tenant and Resident Associations, Chesterfield Borough Council, UK
http://www.chesterfield.gov.uk/default.aspx?CATID=913
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6.Plan an annual program for senior staff to visit buildings.

6.1.Plan the Annual Roadshow for the same week each year.
6.2.The mandate for senior managers and executives should include 
participation in the Annual Roadshow. This could include taking on a 
frontline role, going door to door to meet with tenants or spending 
time in building lobbies.
6.3.Throughout the year, senior staff should be encouraged to attend 
“Third Tuesday” meetings at buildings or volunteer at community 
events.
6.4.The Annual Roadshow should incorporate “Doors Open” days 
where OU offices, corporate offices and the call centre invite tenants 
to visit and meet with staff.

6. Annual Roadshow

Why it matters: Tenants want to see senior staff in their buildings to make 
personal connections and share their reality. The roadshow is an opportunity 
for tenants to help identify improvement areas and share successes.

Consider:
• Events should be communicated to tenants via the Front Door, on 

bulletin boards and on the website.
• Embed building visits as a best practice.
• Following the roadshow, senior staff should meet to discuss what 

they heard from tenants and identify improvement areas.
• The tone of the roadshow events should be informal, open and 

welcoming. 
• Use the roadshow to share positive communications stories such as 

launching new initiatives, funding announcements, or recognizing 
exceptional staff and tenants who have made a significant difference 
in their community.

• In the past 18 months, significant strain has been placed on the 
relationship between tenants and staff. Tenants can be quick to 
mistrust new TCH initiatives. While the roadshow will be a 
communications opportunity, the events should focus on listening to 
tenants rather than delivering a corporate message.

Consultants’ Recommendations

Practical Inspiration:

The Big Red Truck - Glasgow Housing Authority, UK
http://www.gha.org.uk/content/default.asp?page=s77

An interactive mobile exhibition that shows the impact of the investment 
delivered by GHA and its partners. It tells the story of achievements that 
tenants and staff have accomplished and the positive impact on their lives 
and in their community. The bus can be booked for events and travels to 
different areas.

National Customer Services Week at Homes for Haringey, UK 
http://www.homesforharingey.org/back_to_the_floor_-
_national_customer_services_week.htm

Senior executives take on frontline jobs and over 50 staff spend afternoons 
and evenings door-knocking to find out first hand how residents feel about 
where they live and the services they receive. 500 tenants were visited over 
the course of the week. Pictured here: Sorrel Brookes, Executive Director of 
Business Improvement working alongside a carpenter.
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7. Develop a robust tenant orientation and check-up program that focuses 
on excellent communications.

7.1. Staff members should review the Tenant Handbook, Community 
Safety Guide, and key processes and policies with the tenant in a face-to-
face meeting. 
7.2. New tenants should be equipped with all relevant contact information 
for their building, OU, tenant rep, and community resources.
7.3. Staff should clearly explain the timeline and opportunities for a 
“check-up” and what the tenant can expect from these meetings.
7.4. New tenants should be encouraged to ask questions and give staff 
feedback through appropriate channels throughout their tenancy.

7. Tenant orientation and check up

Why it matters: Tenant Orientation is an opportunity to set the tone of 
communications and help tenants understand their rights, responsibilities, 
and expectations. After orientation, a routine and predictable mechanism for 
a “tenant check-up” provides important feedback opportunities.

Consider:
• Orientation shouldn’t feel like “information overload” for new tenants 

- it should serve as a key communications exercise that helps tenants 
navigate the housing system. 

• Focus on helping tenants understand where to go or who to ask for 
more information should they need it.

• Check-ups should be more frequent for tenants in their first year.
• Check-ups could be paired with other routine processes, such as the 

annual rent review or annual unit inspections.

Consultants’ Recommendations

Practical Inspiration:

Home Owner’s Guide, Leicester Housing Authority, UK
http://www.lha.org.uk/homeowners/Documents/LHA-HBA5.pdf

Practical Inspiration:

Social Housing Allocations: A Practice Guide, The Scottish Government
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2010/08/05104504/9
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7. Tenant orientation and check up
Consultants’ Recommendations

Practical Inspiration:

Social Housing Allocations: A Practice Guide, The Scottish Government 
EXAMPLES: 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2010/08/05104504/9

'Welcome to your Home' pack 

http://www.knowes.org/

Knowes Housing Association leaves each new tenant a "Welcome to your Home" pack in their new home which provides them with information on the wider community and 

groups or initiatives they may be interested in.

New Tenant Gift Packs

http://www.wishawdha.org.uk/

Wishaw & District Housing Association give free gift packs to new tenants to help them settle into their homes. The reusable cotton bags contain useful items for around the 

house such as washing up liquid, sponges, cloths, air freshener and a house shaped money box in which to save change.

Early visits with new tenants

http://www.renfrewshire.gov.uk/ilwwcm/publishing.nsf/Content/InternetHomePage

As well as pre tenancy interviews, a tenancy sign-up process and the provision of written material and leaflets Renfrewshire Council aim to make personal contact with all new 

tenants within 24 hours of the tenancy starting. This means that they are able to deal with any necessary outstanding issues and act as a first point of contact for the new 

tenant during the initial settling-in period. A key part of this early visit is to remind new tenants of support and services available to assist with the range of issues that new 

tenants may face, such as accessing housing benefit, help with furniture grants, phone calls to utility companies etc.

Financial Support Officers give advice to new tenants who have been identified as vulnerable because of the information gathered from pre-tenancy interviews. In particular 

16 - 25 year olds are referred to their prevention service for tenancy sustainment group work and one-to-one advice and practical support.

The Housing Support Team give tailored housing support to new tenants who need some help to settle into their new home and to sustain their tenancy. They also 

commission further services from providers for new tenants the Council assesses as needing support from a specialist provider. This support is provided to applicants and 

tenants who are vulnerable because they have a history of alcohol or other substance misuse, have a history of offending behaviour, or who have mental health problems 

which may impact on their ability to cope in their new home.

During 2009-10 Renfrewshire Council have cut the number of tenancies failing and resulting in eviction as well as reducing abandoned tenancies.
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8. Increase opportunities for peer learning for staff

8.1. Make monthly integrated team meetings in OUs mandatory and 
focused on tenant communications

8.1.1. Agenda should always include a “key corporate messages” 
discussion to ensure all levels of staff can communicate 
consistently with each other and tenants
8.1.2. Distribute a monthly “key corporate messages” document 
for staff to have on hand during tenant communications. Include 
the name, position and contact number for questions and more 
information.
8.1.3. Dedicate time in the meeting to reviewing rules, 
responsibilities, and rights of tenants and staff. 
8.1.4. Discuss staffing changes, vacation dates, and covering staff 
to ensure there are no gaps in tenant communications when a staff 
member is away.
8.1.5. Alert staff to new or revised communications tools 
(templates for posters, letters, communicating policy changes)

Implement quarterly meetings of staff in similar job classifications: 
Superintendents, Tenant Service Coordinators, Customer Service 
Facilitators.

8.1.6. In addition to the bi-annual all staff training sessions, 
quarterly meetings should bring together frontline staff to improve 
their tenant communications skills and build their capacity to be a 
Toronto Community Housing ambassador in each interaction with 
tenants. 
8.1.7. Set meeting dates, agendas and training goals at the 
beginning of each year.
8.1.8. Focus on critical communication skills and key messaging.
8.1.9. Build and encourage support networks amongst staff.
8.1.10. Allow staff to share challenges and solutions.
8.1.11. Instil the importance of tenant communications and 
customer service as core values of Toronto Community Housing.

8. Peer learning

Why it matters: Staff members need to know what is happening in the 
organization. They should be kept in the loop about corporate decisions and 
directives and need to meet regularly to review the key messages they should 
communicate to tenants. They also need regular opportunities to learn 
together, share experiences, and develop strategies to respond to common 
problems through improved communication skills.

Consider:
• Keep the format of “key messages” document the same each month, 

with the current date clearly marked
• Ensure the same information is available for staff to download and 

view on the staff section of the website 
• Rules and procedures around complaints, pets, balconies, air 

conditioners, transfers, parking, and other unit-related matters need 
to be communicated consistently within and across Operating Units.

• Tenant Service Coordinators have never met with each other as a 
group across Operating Units; neither have Superintendents and 
Customer Service Facilitators.

• Frontline staff feel the most disconnected from corporate decisions 
and directives.

Consultants’ Recommendations
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Long term 
improvements
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9. Regularly collect and analyze a series of data on tenants and their 
communities, such as: communication preferences, service requests 
and resolutions, building repairs and benchmarks, population health and 
income trends, comparative social housing data and funding changes

9.1. Communicate openly and honestly about the current state of 
Toronto Community Housing achievements against indicators and 
benchmarks
9.2. Distribute and use data in relevant departments
9.3. Showcase progress in regular tenant communication tools 
(Newsletter, website, OU office televisions)

9. Demographics and analysis

Why it matters: Toronto Community Housing lacks consistent and efficient 
methods of data collection, storage and analysis. The more TCH knows 
about its tenant population, the better TCH will be able to serve and advocate 
for their tenants. 

Consider:
• Data on tenants’ language capabilities and communications 

preferences can alleviate translation costs
• The August 2004 Translation and Interpretation Policy sets out the 

need for collecting and maintaining language preference information 
but this is yet to be done

• Service request and resolution data can show tenants how hard the 
organization is working for them

• Connecting Toronto Community Housing’s operations to social 
housing policy trends will show tenants the bigger picture

• Tracking progress on new buildings and capital repairs can give 
tenants and staff a sense of moving forward together

Consultants’ Recommendations

Practical inspiration:

Health of Older Adults in New York City Public Housing, USA
http://home2.nyc.gov/html/nycha/downloads/pdf/senior-report-nycha.pdf
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9. Demographics and analysis
Consultants’ Recommendations

Practical inspiration:

Investment Plan, Glasgow Housing Authority, UK
http://www.gha.org.uk/content/default.asp?page=s43_10
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10. Incorporate an open data approach to communications and create a  
resource that allows tenants and the public to access data about trends 
in Toronto Community Housing and the wider community.

10.1. Demographic information on tenants and general information on 
buildings will show tenants the size, scope, and work of the organization 
10.2. Linking to Toronto’s Open Data initiative will situate Toronto 
Community Housing within the context of city and provincial shifts
10.3. Sharing data on building repairs, energy savings, etc. can promote 
a “promise made, promise delivered” message

10. Open data approach

Why it matters: An open data approach to information sharing can help 
Toronto Community Housing tell its story, share achievements, and build trust 
with tenants.

Practical inspiration:

Regulatory Framework for Social Housing in England Explained
http://www.tenantservicesauthority.org/upload/pdf/
What_does_the_framework_mean_for_you.pdf

Service Standards Pamphlet, Tenant Services Authority, UK
http://www.tenantservicesauthority.org/upload/pdf/Standards_foldout_A2.pdf

Consultants’ Recommendations
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10. Open data approach

Practical inspiration:

New York Housing Authority Development Data Book
http://www.nyc.gov/html/nycha/downloads/pdf1/pdb2011.pdf

English Housing Survey - Headline report 2009-10
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/statistics/pdf/1851086.pdf

Also see: 
Housing and Neighbourhoods Monitor, UK
http://www.hnm.org.uk/

Making a difference with data - Housing sector
http://www.madwdata.org.uk/sectors/housing

Toronto Open Data
www.toronto.ca/open

United States Open Data
http://www.data.gov/

Consultants’ Recommendations
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11. Develop a rigorous performance management program

11.1. Train and evaluate staff on communications standards and 
codes of conduct.

11.1.1. Focus on OU Managers to ensure compliance with 
communications processes and policies.
11.1.2. Focus on superintendents, building staff, and frontline OU 
staff to build skills, comfort and ease in communicating with 
tenants, and an understanding of communication as integral to 
their job performance.
11.1.3. Staff working with tenants groups should be trained in 
hosting an efficient and effective meeting and facilitating tenant 
participation.
11.1.4. Set out a clear process for tenants to follow to comment 
on their interactions with staff members.

11.2. Establish, measure, and report Customer Service Standards

11.2.1. Include tenant survey or comments on staff interaction and 
communication
11.2.2. Include response times to tenant concerns - from call 
centre and OU office
11.2.3. Evaluate progress on a long-term basis to show tenants 
how and why customer service is getting better
11.2.4. Be open and honest about the improvements you are 
making and realistic timelines for impact

11. Performance management

Why it matters: Communication skills training is essential for staff 
development. Indicators and evaluation mechanisms signal the priority of 
these skills and measuring and reporting Customer Service Performance 
builds trust with tenants.

Consider:
• OU Managers control what OU staff communicate to tenants but can 

themselves be poor communicators.
• Superintendents, building staff, and frontline OU staff are tenants’ 

first point of contact with Toronto Community Housing. They should 
be leveraged as ambassadors of the organization during every tenant 
contact.

• Interactions and meetings between staff and tenants are often taken 
off track when maintenance issues are discussed. Staff need extra 
support and tools to respond to these situations and keep the 
conversation on trackc

• Customer service is not just the responsibility of the call centre. All 
staff need to be aware of performance standards and evaluation.

Consultants’ Recommendations

Practical Inspiration

Sovereign Kingfisher Housing Performance Review, UK
http://www.kha.org.uk/files/ART559_kingfisher%20performance%20rev..pdf

Gentoo Sutherland Quarterly Performance Report, UK
http://assets.gentoogroup.com/assets/Downloads/QPR%20Oct%20-%20Dec.pdf
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12. Strengthen resources to improve the corporation’s ability to address 
ethical issues and provide clarity to TCH staff and tenants who are 
seeking an independent and authoritative perspective on TCH policies 
and their application.

12. 1. Create a working group to examine concerns regarding ethics 
and accountability among staff and tenants
12. 2. Dedicate additional resources to an Ethics Office and promote 
its services to tenants and staff
12. 3. The office would be charged with providing independent 
counsel to staff and tenants on the application of TCH policies.
12. 4. The Office would monitor evolving issues and publish an annual 
report concerning “applied” ethical issues and guidance concerning 
their resolution. 
12. 5. The Office could also play a verification and reporting function 
within TCH concerning corporate-level goals and benchmarks

12. Ethics and accountability

Why it matters: Tenants routinely expressed their frustration at not having 
recourse to an independent authority with Toronto Community Housing with 
whom they could verify standards and other policies. Inconsistent 
communications particularly in adversarial situations with frontline and OU 
staff create the perception that tenants aren’t getting a “straight answer”. An 
enhanced Ethics Office could provide tenants with guidance concerning their 
rights and responsibilities.

Consider:
• An emphasis on rights and responsibilities will reduce the need for 

external negotiation.
• Much like the Community Safety Unit, tenants requested a dedicated 

phone number or office to contact when unsure of their role or rights 
in interactions with staff.

Consultants’ Recommendations

Practical Inspiration:

Tenants’ Rights Factsheets, Tenants New South Wales, Australia
http://www.tenants.org.au/publish/factsheets/index.php

Tenants Advice and Advocacy Services, Tenants New South Wales, Australia
http://www.tenants.org.au/publish/about-us/index.php#taas

Practical Inspiration:

Office of the Ombudsman and Communication, San Fransisco Housing Authority
http://www.sfha.org/ombudsman-1.html?
PHPSESSID=590d015b17044c4b1f95bdf8677749fb
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